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Polecenie: Complete the sentences by choosing the correct forms of the verbs.
1. They .................. round when we were out.
A must have called

B must call

C can't call

2. My wallet .................. in the car. It's not in my pocket.
B must be

3. You .................. that test already.
A can't have finished

B mustn't have
finished

C can't be

g.
pl

A mustn't be

C can't finish

4. That .................. the third time you've said that.
B mustn't be

C must be

.a
n

A can be

5. Surely Maggie and Tom .................. When did that happen?
A can't ever get
married

B can't have got
married

C mustn't get
married

w
w

6. We .................. a wrong turning. We're lost.
A must take

B must have taken

C can take

7. You look terrible. You .................. feel awful.
A can

B must

C can't

w

8. It .................. that time already!
A mustn't be

B can be

C can't be

9. Robert .................. this. He's not the nasty type.
A can't have written

B mustn't have
written

C can write

10. You .................. very sad when you heard about Tim's death.
A must have felt

B can feel
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C must feel
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Answers
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1. A
2. B
3. A
4. C
5. B
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6. B
7. B
8. C
9. A
10. A

1. They .................. round when we were out.
A must have called

B must call

C can't call

A mustn't be

B must be

3. You .................. that test already.
A can't have
finished

B mustn't have
finished

g.
pl

2. My wallet .................. in the car. It's not in my pocket.

C can't be

C can't finish

A can be

.a
n

4. That .................. the third time you've said that.
B mustn't be

C must be

5. Surely Maggie and Tom .................. When did that happen?
A can't ever get
married

B can't have got
married

C mustn't get
married

w
w

6. We .................. a wrong turning. We're lost.
A must take

B must have taken

C can take

7. You look terrible. You .................. feel awful.
A can

B must

C can't

w

8. It .................. that time already!
A mustn't be

B can be

C can't be

9. Robert .................. this. He's not the nasty type.
A can't have written

B mustn't have
written

C can write

10. You .................. very sad when you heard about Tim's death.
A must have felt

B can feel
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C must feel
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